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Abstract. Considering the critical issues of remote communication, this study
proposes an idea of remote individuals’ virtual connection through augmented
tele-presence systems called ARM-COMS (ARm-supported eMbodied
COmmunication Monitor System). Several ideas of robot-based remote com-
munication systems have been proposed to challenge the telepresence issue of
remote participants. However, it does not cover the issue of relationship. An idea
of robotic arm-typed system and/or an idea of anthropomorphization draw
researchers’ attentions to challenge the lack of relationship with remote partic-
ipants. However, usage of the human body movement of a remote person as a
non-verbal message, or cyber-physical media in remote communication is still
an open issue. Under these circumstances, this paper describes the system
configuration of ARM-COMS based on the proposed idea and discusses the
feasibility of the idea using the experimental observations.
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1 Introduction

TV phone was regarded as a dream for communication tools in SF movies in the old
days. However, a smartphone-based video communication tool is now one of the
convenient popular tools freely available to mostly everybody [1]. Supporting by ICT
(Information and Communication Technology) technologies, further enhancement of
better communication is expected. In the meantime, this tool addresses the two types of
critical issues, which are the lack of tele-presence feeling and the lack of relationship
feeling in remote video communication [5] as opposed to a face-to-face communication.

Several ideas of robot-based remote communication systems have been proposed as
one of the solutions to the former issue; these robots include physical telepresence
robots [9, 21, 22]. Anthropomorphization [14] is another new idea to show the
telepresence of a remote person in communication system. Remote communication can
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be basically supported by the primitive functions of physical tele-presence robots, such
as a face image display of the operator [15], as well as tele-operation function such as
remote-drivability to move around [10], or tele-manipulation [10]. However, there are
still an open issue to be studied to narrow the gap between robot-based video com-
munication and face-to-face one.

The second issue in the lack of relationship-type feeling in remote video com-
munication is another big challenge. Recently, an idea of robotic arm-type systems
draws researchers’ attention [25]. For example, Kubi [13], which is a non-mobile arm
type robot, allows the remote user to “look around” during video communication by
way of commanding Kubi where to aim the tablet with an intuitive remote control over
the net. Furthermore, an idea of enhanced motion display has also been reported [16] to
show its feasibility over the conventional display. However, the usage of the human
body movement of a remote person as a non-verbal message is still an open issue.

This study proposes an idea of human-computer interaction through remote indi-
viduals’ connection with augmented tele-presence systems called ARM-COMS
(ARm-supported eMbodied COmmunication Monitor System) [6, 7, 14]. The chal-
lenge of this idea is to use the human body movement of a remote person as a
non-verbal message for sharing the connected communication, and to implement a
cyber-physical media us-ing ACM-COMS for connected remote communication [8].

2 Overview of ARM-COMS (ARm-supported eMbodied
COmmunication Monitor System)

2.1 System Overview of ARM-COMS

Considering the physical entrainment motion in human communication [24], this
research challenges these two issues mentioned in the Sect. 1 by the idea of
ARM-COMS (ARm-supported eMbodied COmmunication Monitor System) [6]. This
paper focuses on the nodding motion as a non-verbal message contents in remote
communication using ARM-COMS. Figure 1 shows the system overview of
ARM-COM for the experiment in this study. Face detection procedure of a prototype of
ARM-COMS is based on the algorithm of FaceNet [20], which includes image pro-
cessing library OpenCV 3.1.0 [17], machine learning library dlib 18.18 [3], and face
detection tool OpenFace [18] which were installed on a control PC with Ubuntu 14.04
[23] as shown in Fig. 2. Using the input image data from USB camera, landmark
detection is processed.

ARM-COMS is composed of a tablet PC and a desktop robotic arm. The table PC
in ARM-COMS is a typical ICT (Information and Communication Technology) device
and the desktop robotic arm works as a manipulator of the tablet, of which position and
movements are autonomously manipulated based on the behavior of a human user who
communicates with remote person through ACM-COMS. This autonomous manipu-
lation of ARM-COMS is controlled by the head movement, which can be recognized
by one of the typical portable sensors, such as a magnetic sensor, gyro-sensor, motion
capturing sensor, or a typical cameras, such as Kinect [11] sensor, or a general USB
camera.
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Fig. 1. System architecture of ARM-COMS prototype

Fig. 2. Network-based configuration of ARM-COMS communication
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2.2 System Configuration of ARM-COMS for Network Usage

ARM-COMS is configured to implement network communication as shown in Fig. 2.
Head motion of Subject A is used as a non-verbal communication to ARM-COMS
which interact with Subject B. Video communication itself was performed by a typical
software (Skype). However, the head motion image data is processed by the face
detection algorithms mentioned in the Sect. 2.1, which was used to trigger the motion
of ARM-COMS installed at the site of subject B.

3 Experimental Comparison

3.1 Experimental Configuration for Nodding Observation

Based on the system configuration shown in Fig. 2, three types of experimental setups
were configured, which include (a) face-to-face communication, (b) video communi-
cation, and (c) ARM-COMS communication as shown in Fig. 3. The detailed exper-
imental setups are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.

Communication experiments were conducted by 8 subjects, which were composed
of a pair to make communicate in three types of setups for a short conversation with
maximum 2 min conversation in the procedure below.

Experimental procedure:

Step 1: Subject A and B are positioned to see each other
Step 2: Subject A and B start nodding in the beginning of conversation.
Step 3: Subject A and B start short conversation on a topic of breakfast menu.
Step 4: Subject A and B end conversation by nodding greeting.

Fig. 3. Three types of experimental setup
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3.2 Experiments for Face-to-Face Communication

Figure 4 is experimental setup for face-to-face communication. Head-motion of a
human subject is detected and traced according to the short conversation. One magnetic
receiver (Fastrak RX-2 [4]) is attached to the head of human subject A and another
magnetic receiver B is attached to the other subject.

Figure 5 shows a result of this experiment, which shows the clear correspondence
to the nodding interaction between the two subjects.

3.3 Experiments for Video Communication

Figure 6 shows the experimental setup for video communication. Head-motion of
Subject A and B was detected and traced during the short conversation using magnetic
sensor and video imaging as well as gaze point tracking sensor. A general USB camera
(Buffalo) captures the image of human subjects during the experiments. A desktop PC

Fig. 4. Experimental configuration of face-to-face communication

Fig. 5. An experimental result of face-to-face communication
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(Windows 7/64) was used for the data collection, whereas a laptop pc (Ubuntu 14.04)
was used for ARM-COMS control.

Figure 7 shows some results of this experiment, which shows the clear corre-
spondence to the nodding interaction between the two subjects, both in face-to-face
conversation and video conversation.

Fig. 7. Experiment 5 & 10

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for video communication
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3.4 Experiments for ARM-COMS Communication

Figure 8 is experimental setup for ARM-COMS communication. Head-motion of
Subject A and B was detected and traced during the short conversation using magnetic
sensor and video imaging as well as gaze point tracking sensor.

Figure 9 shows some results of this experiment, which shows the clear corre-
spondence to the nodding interaction between the two subjects, both in face-to-face
conversation, video communication and ARM-COMS conversation. However, the
result did not show any significant difference between video communication and
ARM-COMS communication. Further experiments were required.

Fig. 8. Experimental setup for ARM-COMS communication

Fig. 9. Experiment 4 & 9
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3.5 Results and Discussion

Three types of experiments were conducted to study the feasibility of ARM-COMS
communication, namely, face-to-face communication, video communication, and
ARM-COMS communication. As shown in the experimental results in the Sects. 3.1,
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, the experimental setups worked well and three types of experiments
were all conducted. Therefore, it could be mentioned that the systems were well
configured to implement the idea of this research.

Nodding motion in conversation is very common for Japanese culture, whereas it is
not so common for other cultures. Therefore, the subjects including Malaysian and
Chinese as well as Japanese attended to the experiments in order to see the difference.
The basic instruction was given to the subjects as mentioned in the Sect. 3.1 before the
experiment. However, the naturalness of nodding was not similar in subjects, of which
difference was clearly recognized by the authors, but was not well analyzed by the
experimental data.

According to the head motion data, there was no significant difference between
face-to-face communication and video communication for all subjects. Natural nodding
style of Japanese subjects was observed both in face-to-face and video communication,
which was recognized by head tracking data analysis. Unnatural nodding gesture of
non-Japanese subjects was observed both in face-to-face or video communication.
However, the unnaturalness of nodding gesture was not recognized by the collected
data of the experiments. Since the nodding style is another issue to be studied to show
the feasibility of ARM-COMS idea, further design of experimental setup should be
considered.

In addition to head motion tracking by magnetic sensor, eye-tracking measurement
was also conducted to trace the eye movement [12] during the conversation to see the
difference between a typical video communication and ARM-COMS communication.
However, eye tracking of subjects could not be traced during nodding motion because
the gaze point of subject disappeared out of sight from eye tracker. Therefore, gaze
tracking data were not well utilized in the experiments. Further design of experimental
setup should be considered.

4 Concluding Remarks

This study proposed an idea of human-computer interaction through remote individ-
uals’ connection with augmented tele-presence systems called ARM-COMS
(ARm-supported eMbodied COmmunication Monitor System). The challenge of this
idea is to use the human body movement of a remote person as a non-verbal message
for sharing the connected communication, and to implement a cyber-physical media
using ACM-COMS for connected remote communication. Based on the implemented
communication platform prototype presented in this paper, three types of experiments
were conducted to study the feasibility of the proposed idea. The configuration of the
prototype worked well for the experiment. However, Further consideration for design
experiments is required to collect measurement data, which will be used for feasibility
analysis of the proposed idea.
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